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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A stalled frontal boundary will extend southwestwards from the Florida Panhandle to southern Texas this morning and is forecast to turn 
into a cold front this afternoon and slowly track southwards tonight into tomorrow as high pressure ridging builds into the northern Gulf 
Coast from the north and west. This will act to tighten the pressure gradient and in turn increase conditions to the north of the front. 
Gentle to moderate northeasterly winds will increase to strong to near gale force and seas will build from moderate to rough levels to the 
north of the front this evening and remain elevated through much of Wednesday. To the south of the front winds will remain southerly at 
gentle to moderate speeds with seas persisting at moderate levels. In addition to the elevated conditions to the north of the front, shower 
and thunderstorm chances will continue to remain elevated as well near this frontal boundary with some of the storms possibly becoming 
strong in nature bringing an isolated threat for locally enhanced winds and seas within any thunderstorm activity. 

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

As we get into Thursday the aforementioned cold front will once again stall across far southern portions of the Gulf and eventually 
dissipate as a high pressure ridge to the north slowly tracks eastwards. As this occurs, winds will weaken on Thursday back down to gentle 
to moderate speeds and turn to more of an east to southeasterly direction Thursday afternoon into Friday. As the winds decrease seas will 
also lower down to moderate levels across the entire Gulf of Mexico Thursday into Friday. Winds will remain at these speeds though 
Saturday out ahead of the next frontal boundary which is forecast to track eastwards across the Gulf on Sunday and into Monday. Out 
ahead of this front on Sunday southerly winds will increase to moderate to fresh speeds with moderate to fresh northerly winds and 
moderate seas forecast behind this frontal boundary. These northerly winds will track from west to east across the Gulf Sunday into 
Monday with the entire Gulf seeing north to northeasterly winds at moderate to fresh speeds by Monday night.
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